
ABB Corporate Research, in close collaboration with varied
ABB business areas, is developing the foundations for the
next generation of ABB products. In Switzerland, ABB
Corporate Research, located in the proximity of Zurich,
employs 170 scientists from over 30 countries with expertise
in automation and power technologies for manufacturing,
consumer and process industries, as well as power utilities.

As part of ABB Corporate Research, you are going to drive
multifaceted power product research projects using various
commercial and proprietary simulation tools. Within our
dynamic, motivating, and creative teams, with people who
share a wide range of experience and competence, your
opportunities for career development will be excellent, both
nationally and internationally.

Location: Baden-Dättwil, Aargau, Switzerland
Job Function: Research and Development
Employment Contract Type: Regular/Permanent
Apply by: 31.03.2013
Division: Country Staff  Research & Development
Publication ID: CH53179101_I1

Tasks finite element methods (FEM)
- Apply scientific methodologies in industrial research on - Experience with electromagnetic or fluid dynamics
innovative power product technologies, concepts, and designs simulations advantageous
- Perform advanced mechanical and multiphysics simulations in - Ideally know-how in electrical engineering and power
a corporate research environment technologies
- Contribute to multidisciplinary projects - Fluency in English and willingness to learn German
- Initiate, plan, and execute R&D projects - Team player with good communication skills
- Collaborate with ABB development centers and universities
worldwide Additional Information
- Generate intellectual property and write scientific ABB is able to offer you an interesting role within a highly
publications motivated team, together with open communication structures.

On the basis of a personal, practice-oriented induction
Requirements program, you will be given the opportunity to acquire the
- PhD in mechanical engineering or a related discipline confidence needed to work independently as well as be a
- Knowledge of mechanical simulations and background in constructive member of an inclusive team within your assigned

Computational Scientist Mechanical
Engineering
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area. ABB is also able to provide a wealth of opportunity for
personal development once you have completed your induction
period, the aim being to assist you in attaining your career
goals. Personalized development programs with targeted
training measures will help you to enhance your skills
continuously.

Interested in joining our team? If so, we look forward to
receiving your full application (motivation letter, CV,
references) only via our online careers tool. A better world
begins with you at www.abb.com/careers

ABB Switzerland Ltd.
Zorica Marinkovic
Recruiting Specialist
Phone +41 (0)58 586 74 15

Please note that we reserve the right to withdraw this
advertisement prior to the stated deadline.

www.facebook.com/ABBcareersCentralEurope
www.xing.com/companies/abbschweizag

ABB (www.abb.com) is a leader in power and automation
technologies that enable utility and industry customers to
improve performance while lowering environmental impact. The
ABB Group of companies operates in around 100 countries and
employs about 145,000 people.
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Our ambition.
Your legacy.


